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Behavior Model Construction for Client Side of
Modern Web Applications
Weiwei Wang, Junxia Guo, Zheng Li, and Ruilian Zhao
Abstract: Most of the behavior models with respect to Web applications focus on sequencing of events, without
regard for the changes of parameters or elements and the relationship between trigger conditions of events and
Web pages. As a result, these models are not sufﬁcient to effectively represent the dynamic behavior of the Web
2.0 application. Therefore, in this paper, to appropriately describe the dynamic behavior of the client side of Web
applications, we deﬁne a novel Client-side Behavior Model (CBM) for Web applications and present a user behavior
trace-based modeling method to automatically generate and optimize CBMs. To verify the effectiveness of our
method, we conduct a series of experiments on six Web applications according to three types of user behavior
traces. The experimental results show that our modeling method can construct CBMs automatically and effectively,
and the CBMs built are more precise to represent the dynamic behavior of Web applications.
Key words: web applications; client-side behavior model; user behavior trace

1

Introduction

Web applications have been the most widespread
applications because they can offer rich interactivity
and responsiveness with the help of multiple languages
and interaction manipulations on the client and server
side. As is known, model-based testing is one of the
most effective techniques to ensure the quality and
reliability of Web applications[1–4] . However, existing
dynamic inter-dependencies among different languages,
distributed asynchronous client/server nature, and eventdriven property pose many challenges in analyzing
and modeling Web applications[5–9] , including the
following: (1) JavaScript (JS) and Document Object
Model (DOM) are widely employed in modern Web 2.0
applications such that the variations of user interfaces
are determined dynamically through runtime changes
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in DOM trees[10, 11] ; (2) in Web 2.0 applications, a
user event may result in different Web pages due
to different execution conditions and cause different
changes on parameter(s) or DOM elements. Thus, the
changes on Web pages are related to the conditions
triggered by events and the follow-up operations on
parameter(s) or DOM elements. However, the existing
modeling techniques cannot capture such changes and
further represent the relationship between the execution
conditions and Web pages completely.
Obviously, a precise behavior model for Web
applications helps to reduce testing costs and
improve software quality. To date, many models
have been proposed to portray the behavior of Web
applications[12–14] . For instance, Schur et al.[15, 16] mined
explicit behavior models of Web applications as a Finite
State Automaton (FSA), where nodes denote abstract
states of an application whereas transitions indicate
actions that are performed by users acting in different
roles to change the state. Qi et al.[11] and Haraty et al.[17]
constructed a state ﬂow graph for Web applications,
where states refer to Web pages and edges between
states stand for the associated events. However, these
models focus on Web pages and associated events only,
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neglecting the event-handlers, which process events and
implement client side functions. Thus, these models
omit a large amount of valuable information about Web
applications such that further analyzing and testing Web
applications based on the models are difﬁcult.
Moreover, Alimadadi et al.[5, 10] proposed a graphbased behavior model for Web applications, which
considers the client-side event-handlers. In this model, a
node is a set of the trigger event, related event-handlers,
and DOM changes, while an edge signiﬁes the execution
order of two events. Mao et al.[18] deﬁned a function
behavior model on the basis of state machine for JS/Web
applications, in which states correspond to internal
JS functions or the calls to application programming
interfaces, and transitions correspond to the trigger
events. Although these models consider event handlers,
they have no insight into the relationship between
trigger conditions of events and Web pages. As a result,
these models are insufﬁcient to accurately represent the
dynamic behavior of Web 2.0 applications. Furthermore,
the test cases generated from these models tend to be
infeasible because the conditions for event triggering
and follow-up operations are unknown. Thus, a novel
behavior model is essential to depict dynamic behaviors
of Web 2.0 applications completely.
Therefore, this paper deﬁnes a novel Client-side
Behavior Model (CBM) for Web 2.0 applications, and
presents a model construction approach based on the
user behavior traces. The user behavior trace contains
Web pages, related events, the trigger conditions, and
follow-up operations to depict users’ dynamic behaviors
in Web applications. Furthermore, a user behavior trace
acquisition method for Web application was discussed
in detail in our previous work[19] . This paper focuses on
a CBM construction and optimization based on user
behavior traces. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
(1) It presents a CBM to represent dynamic behaviors
for Web 2.0 applications, involving not only Web pages
and events, but also the trigger conditions and follow-up
operations.
(2) It proposes a user behavior trace-based CBM
construction approach to create and optimize CBMs
for Web applications. Furthermore, this study proves
that the optimized and original CBMs have the same
reactions to users’ operations.
(3) It implements a prototype tool to automatically
generate CBMs from collected user behavior traces and
evaluate our method on six Web applications according
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to three types of user behavior traces. The results show
that our model construction method is practical and
efﬁcient.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes the background of related concepts and
techniques. Section 3 introduces the deﬁnition of CBM
for Web applications. Section 4 details our CBM
construction method for Web applications automatically.
Section 5 depicts and analyzes the experiment results on
six Web applications. Section 6 reviews the related work.
Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.

2

Background

This section describes several concepts that are
associated with Web applications, such as Web page,
event, and user behavior trace.
2.1

Basic concepts of Web applications

A typical workﬂow of Web applications is that users
trigger events, such as clicking buttons on the browser
of the client side, to update the content of Web pages,
and the triggered events send requests to a server that
processes the requests and replies to the client. Then,
the client updates the content of the current Web page
according to the received responses. As a result, the
client-side browser and Web server can exchange data
with each other.
Evidently, dynamic behaviors of Web applications
are activated by triggered events and processed by clientside and server-side code, resulting in Web page changes.
Thus, Web pages and events are two essential factors
concerning the dynamic behaviors.
2.1.1 Web pages
Traditional Web applications are based on the multi-page
interface paradigm. Each Web page is bound to a unique
Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which can signify a
Web page. However, in Web 2:0, JS and DOM are widely
used on the client side for achieving rich interactivity
and responsiveness, where DOM represents a Web page
as a tree structure and JS code can mutate the DOM tree
at runtime seamlessly. In this manner, the changes on
Web pages are determined dynamically by the changes
in DOM trees[20] .
More concretely, a DOM tree of a Web page holds
the content and structure represented by text and
HTML elements, which are rendered using the style
information deﬁned in HTML attributes or Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS)[16] . Thus, the types of DOM nodes
mainly include element, attribute, and text nodes, where
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element nodes represent HTML elements, such as
hyperlinks and buttons, text nodes describe the text of
element nodes, and attribute nodes deﬁne attributes for
element nodes. For example, an instance of DOM is
shown in Fig. 1, corresponding to the Web page in
Fig. 2a, where text=“manage teacher” is a text node,
id=“add/edit/delete”, class=“dylist”, and name=“teacher”
are attribute nodes, and the others are element nodes,
such as <title>, <form>, and <table>. All nodes in
a DOM tree can be dynamically modiﬁed through the
execution of client-side JS code, thereby changing the
Web page. Thus, Web pages in modern Web applications
can be represented by DOM trees.
Additionally, although DOM is a tree representation
for Web pages, it has low navigation capability.
Moreover, an XPath is a path expression that possesses
better navigation capability to locate elements, texts,
and attributes in DOM trees. For example, the element
node <title> in Fig.1 can be situated by the XPath
“/HTML/head/title”. Furthermore, a Web page can be
represented by the set of all XPaths[21] from the root node
to the leaf nodes of the DOM tree. An XPath is called an
equality XPath if all terms in an XPath containing only
equality predicates that indicate the position of the nodes.
For instance, the “edit” button can be expressed by an
HTML

<head>

<meta>

<body>

text=Ηmanag
e teacher"

< form>

name=Ηteacher"

class=Ηdylist"

<div>

<style>

<title>

<button>
id=Ηadd"

<table>
<tr>

…

Fig. 1

<button>

<button>

id=Ηedit"

<tr>

id=Ηdelete"

A DOM instance.

(a) Manage teachers

(b) Manage announcements

Fig. 2

Example of different Web pages in SchoolMate.

equality XPath “/HTML/body/div/button[2]”, where the
predicate of term button[2] is position()=2. In contrast
to equality XPath, generalized XPath is where some of
the terms in the XPath contain generalized predicates,
such as “/HTML/body/div/button[position()<3]” which
represents the ﬁrst two buttons, i.e., the “add” and
“edit” buttons in Fig. 1. The generalized XPath can be
generated based on pairs of equality XPaths.
2.1.2

Event of Web application

Web applications belong to event-driven software whose
behavior is activated by incoming events. The triggering
of events causes the execution of client-side or serverside code, making Web application transfer from the
current page to a new one. Furthermore, in modern
Web applications, a set of JS functions, i.e., event
handlers, are registered to handle the events, coping
with user operations and implementing the client-side
functions. That is to say, when an event is triggered,
the executed conditions in event handlers determine
which Web page (DOM) is reached and what followup operations are conducted on parameters or DOM
elements. Thus, dynamic behaviors of modern Web
applications are associated with not only Web pages
and events but also trigger conditions and follow-up
operations.
We take an open-source Web application called
SchoolMate for example, which is a school
administration system. We pay attention to the
“add users” functionality in the users’ management
module. The corresponding HTML code is shown in
Fig. 3, and the JS code is shown in Fig. 4. In this
example, the event handler validate() in Fig. 4 deals
with the event of clicking the “AddUser” button to verify
whether the inputs of Password and Conﬁrm-Password
are equal. If the condition at Line 3 is triggered, then
this request will be submitted to server-side code
“./index.php” for processing. Otherwise, this page
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

<form name = ’ a d d u s e r ’ a c t i o n = ’ . / i n d e x . php ’ method = ’POST ’>
<t a b l e c l a s s = ’ d y n a m i c l i s t ’ a l i g n = ’ c e n t e r ’>
<t r c l a s s = ’ h e a d e r ’>
<t h>Username</ t h> <t h>P a s s w o r d</ t h>
<t h>C o n f i r m P a s s w o r d</ t h> <t h>Type</ t h> </ t r>
<t r c l a s s = ’ even ’>
<t d><i n p u t t y p e = ’ t e x t ’ name = ’ username ’ /></ t d>
<t d><i n p u t t y p e = ’ p a s s w o r d ’ name = ’ p a s s w o r d ’ /></ t d>
<t d><i n p u t t y p e = ’ p a s s w o r d ’ name = ’ p a s s w o r d 2 ’ /></ t d>
<t d> <s e l e c t name = ’ t y p e ’>
<o p t i o n v a l u e = ’ Admin ’>Admin</ o p t i o n>
<o p t i o n v a l u e = ’ T e a c h e r ’>T e a c h e r</ o p t i o n>
<o p t i o n v a l u e = ’ S t u d e n t ’>S t u d e n t</ o p t i o n>
<o p t i o n v a l u e = ’ P a r e n t ’>P a r e n t</ o p t i o n> </ s e l e c t></ t d></ t r>
<t r> <t d> <i n p u t t y p e = ’ b u t t o n ’ v a l u e = ’ AddUser ’
o n C l i c k = ’ v a l i d a t e ( ) ; ’> </ t d>
<t d> <i n p u t t y p e = ’ b u t t o n ’ v a l u e = ’ C a n c e l ’
o n C l i c k = ’ document . a d d u s e r . s u b m i t ( ) ; ’> </ t d> </ t r> </ t a b l e> </ form>

Fig. 3

HTML code of AddUser.php in SchoolMate.
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<s c r i p t>
function validate ()f
i f ( document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d . v a l u e ==
document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d 2 . v a l u e &&
document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d . v a l u e ! = ’ ’ ) f
document . a d d u s e r . s u b m i t ( ) ;
gelsef
a l e r t ( ’ P a s s w o r d s do n o t match ! ’ ) ;
document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d . v a l u e = ’ ’ ;
document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d 2 . v a l u e = ’ ’ ;
document . a d d u s e r . p a s s w o r d . s e l e c t ( ) ; gg
</ s c r i p t>

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fig. 4

JavaScript code of AddUser.php in SchoolMate.

shows an alert that passwords do not match. This
evidence demonstrates that events with different trigger
conditions result in different Web pages and follow-up
operations.
2.2

User behavior trace for Web applications

Dynamic analysis techniques are widely used to monitor
the execution process of Web applications and capture
the pivotal behavior information as traces[14] . Generally,
a typical user behavior trace consists of sequences
of events or function calls accompanied by variable
values. For example, Ricca and Tonella[22] captured
the trace containing information about the DOMs and
event sequences. Schur et al.[15] also applied the event
sequences as the traces to record the behavior of
enterprise Web applications. Unlike them, the authors
in Refs. [5, 10, 23] used a detailed trace that included
events, DOM mutations, and all event-handler functions
that were executed either directly or indirectly after an
event occurred to indicate a Web application behavior.
Most of the traces record Web pages and related
event sequences to indicate the behavior of Web
applications. Alimadadi[10] considered event handlers
but had no insight into the relationship between
execution conditions and Web pages as well as the
follow-up operations. However, these components
are crucial for dynamic behaviors of modern Web
applications. Thus, adopting a novel trace to accurately
record the dynamic behavior information for Web
applications is necessary.
In our previous work[19] , we deﬁned a kind of
user behavior trace and designed a corresponding
instrumentation code to capture users’ dynamic
behaviors. A trace represents a user’s visit process that
begins when a user from a new IP address sends a request
to the server and ends when the user leaves the Web
application. This concept is similar to user sessions[24] ,
but the trace contains more information than traditional
user sessions extracted from Web server logs[25] . During
a user’s visit process, once a user interacts with the
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Web application, causing the client-side or server-side
code to execute, the interaction information together
with relevant Web pages are recorded. The interaction
sequence and Web pages constitute a trace, which is
made up of multiple Web pages and interactions by a
user for a time. The trace is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 User behavior trace. A trace is
composed of Web pages and associated user interactions
with Web application, this is, trace D< wp0 ; ia0 ; wp1 ;
ia1 ; : : : ; wpn1 ; ian1 ; wpn >, where WP D fwp0 ; : : : ;
wpj ; : : : ; wpn g refers to the Web page sequence and
IA D fia0 ; : : : ; iaj ; : : : ; ian1 g stands for the user
interaction sequence of a visiting user. Each element
wpj 2 WP corresponds to a two-tuple <URL, DOM>,
and each element iaj 2 IA is a triple <event, cond,
oper>, where event represents the trigger event by
users, cond represents the conditions executed in event
handlers when handling the event, and oper is the
follow-up operations on parameters or DOM elements
caused by the user event callback or server messages.
In a trace, an interaction means that a user interacts
with a Web application once. That is, a user triggers an
event of a Web application, resulting in code execution
on the client or server side. At this time, relevant
information is recorded, such as the event type, relevant
input parameters, element binding this event, current
URL and DOM before executing the event, condition
triggered by the event, follow-up operations on the
parameters or DOM element, and reaching URL and
DOM.
To ensure the integrity of the CBM model and make
modeling process more effective, the collected traces are
complemented based on three adequacy criteria, mainly
considering the coverage of events, JS branches, and
DOM. Meanwhile, an optimal minimal trace set was
generated in the previous work[19] . Thus, this paper
focuses on how to leverage the minimal trace set to
construct the CBM model for Web applications.

3

Client-Side Behavior Model Deﬁnition for
Web Applications

Web pages and events are two primary components that
reﬂect the dynamic behavior of Web applications. An
event execution may transfer to different Web pages due
to various execution conditions and cause changes in
parameter(s) or DOM elements. That is, the changes
of Web pages are related to the conditions triggered by
events and follow-up operations on the parameter(s) or
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DOM elements. Thus, besides Web pages and events,
the trigger conditions and follow-up operations are
also essential to depict the dynamic behaviors of Web
applications. However, the existing models can only
express partial information. To adequately represent
the dynamic behavior of Web applications, we propose
a novel CBM model based on Extended Finite State
Machine (EFSM) to correspond the information related
to behaviors with states and transitions of the model.
3.1

Client-side behavior model

For Web applications, the new client-side behavior
model is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 CBM. The client-side behavior model
named CBM is deﬁned as a 4-tuple .S; I; O; T /, where
S is a ﬁnite set of states, I is a ﬁnite set of input
declarations, O is a ﬁnite set of output declarations,
and T is a ﬁnite set of transitions. Each member of S
is represented as a URL and corresponding DOM, each
member of I expresses an input parameter, each member
of O represents an output parameter, and each member
of T signiﬁes a migration from one state to another,
remarking the change of URL or DOM. Furthermore, a
transition t is denoted by a 5-tuple <src, event, cond, act,
trgt>, where src.t/ and trgt.t / represent the source and
target state of transition t, respectively; event.t / signiﬁes
the event triggered on current source state by users;
cond.t/ describes the triggered conditions in associated
event handler functions; and act.t / indicates the followup operations on the parameters or DOM elements
caused by user event callbacks or server responses.
Speciﬁcally, an event.t / can be further expressed as
event.t; InputList/, meaning event occurs with a list of
input parameters, and an act.t / can be further described
as act.t; paraList/, implying action implements with a
list of input or output parameters.
A transition occurs when its event is triggered and
condition is satisﬁed. This is, for transition t , if its
event.t/ is triggered and cond.t / is met, then act.t / is
performed, and the state transfers from src.t / to trgt.t /.
The event, cond, and act parts of a transition t are
optional. Essentially, the CBM of Web applications
is an EFSM model.
3.2

State representation in CBM

In modern Web applications, the alterations of user
interfaces are determined by changes in DOMs. Thus,
DOMs can be used to represent Web pages. However, if
a DOM is mapped directly to a state of the CBM, it may

lead to state space explosion because minor changes in
DOMs may result in an expansion of states. Thus, we
consider an appropriate abstraction of concrete DOMs,
which does not affect the semantics of the CBM model,
that is, preserving the behavior of Web applications.
At present, most DOMs abstraction methods focus on
the structure or content of DOMs, namely, abstracting
DOMs by extracting their element nodes or content
nodes[23, 26] . However, a pair of DOMs with the same
structure are likely to indicate different functionalities
and cannot be treated as one. For example, Figs. 2a and
2b show two different function pages of SchoolMate:
One is the teacher management page and the other is the
announcement management page. These two pages have
the same DOM structure as Fig. 1, but they cannot be
regarded as one state in the CBM. Thus, the methods
that abstract the DOM structures are prone to fail in
distinguishing this type of DOMs, making the model of
Web applications inaccurate. The methods that abstract
DOM contents can differentiate these two pages, but they
may result in over-differentiation, that is, identifying the
same page into different ones. As shown in Fig. 2a, if
the data in the teacher form of two Web pages vary, these
two pages will be misjudged as two states. Therefore,
the existing abstraction methods are not suitable for
representing DOMs.
Thus, to abstract DOMs accurately, this paper presents
a new abstraction method that considers the DOM
structure and attributes. In a DOM tree, attribute nodes
deﬁne attributes to customize the style for elements, such
as id, name, and class, while element nodes are used
to bind events. As a result, they are closely related to
events and Web pages. In other words, attribute nodes are
indispensable to distinguish DOMs that imply different
behaviors. For example, as shown in Fig. 2a, the form
name of Fig. 2a is “teacher” and that of Fig. 2b is
“announcements”. Although these two Web pages have
the same DOM structure, their attributes indicate that
they are used to implement distinct functions. Thus,
these two pages can be distinguished by their attributes.
As shown from the preceding analysis, if only the
structure of DOMs is considered, then inaccuracy may
occur in identifying different DOMs, thereby breaking
the primitive semantics of the model. Considering that
attribute nodes in DOMs are essential to distinguish
different behaviors, we deﬁne an abstract DOM to
represent the state of CBMs. As discussed in Section
2.1.1, DOM can be expressed by a set of equality XPaths
corresponding to all leaf nodes of the DOM tree. An
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3.3

Transition representation in CBM

In a Web application, some particular events may only
be triggered with a sequence of user operations. For
instance, in the “add users” module of SchoolMate,
as shown in Fig. 3, if an administrator adds a new
user, he/she needs to input the username and password
ﬁrst, select the role of the new user, and click the
AddUser button to complete adding a new account. In
this process, a single user operation can not cause the
execution of event handlers and lead to the change of
states. As a result, the sequence of user operations
that induce the execution of client-side or server-side
code should be combined into one event in transitions
of the CBM. The sequence of user operations of
adding a new user can be expressed by one event as
<click, Xpath:(//input[@value=“AddUser”])(username,
password, password2, type)>, where the username,
password, password2, and type are regarded as the
external inputs for the event of clicking the AddUser
button.
Furthermore, the JS conditions in associated event
handlers triggered by events are expressed as conditions
of transitions, and the follow-up operations on the
parameters or DOM elements are signiﬁed as actions
of transitions.
3.4

Illustrative example

We take SchoolMate as an example, which includes
12 functional modules and 4 user roles. The functional
modules allow users to perform school-related tasks,
including user management, school information
updating, class management, registration, and so on.
Four user roles are administrator, teacher, parent, and
student, respectively. Now, if the administrator wants
to add a new user account, ﬁrstly, he/she has to enter
the login page (i.e., S0 ) in Fig. 5, and then logs into the
system as an administrator by inputting his/her username
and password and clicking the login button to submit

^3
Edit
Ƶsers

d0 /d2
^0
Login

d1

^1
Homepage

… …

abstract DOM is deﬁned in the following.
Deﬁnition 3 Abstract DOM. An abstract DOM
consists of a set of 2-tuples < elei ; .attr0 ; attr1 ; : : : ;
attrn / > corresponding to all leaf nodes, where elei is
the i -th leaf node of DOM expressed by equality XPaths
and .attr0 ; attr1 ; : : : ; attrn / are the associated attributes.
For example, in Fig.1, a 2-tuple instance for
the edit button is <“/HTML/body/div/button[2]”,
<id=“edit”>>. Another 2-tuple for the element title
is <“/HTML/head/title”,< ; >>.
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d3

^2
Manage
Ƶsers

d4

^6
Delete
Ƶsers

Fig. 5

d5

^4
Add
Ƶsers

d6

^5
Failed
d7

d8

Partial behavior model of SchoolMate.

the login request to the server. If the username and
password are not empty and have passed the server-side
veriﬁcation, then the administrator is allowed to access
his/her personal homepage (S1 ). Otherwise, this system
prompts an error message and returns to the login page.
On the personal homepage, the administrator selects
the user management module by clicking “manage users”
link, and enters into the “manage users” page (S2 ), where
three operations, namely, add, edit, and delete a user
account, are provided. At this time, the administrator
chooses the add operation by clicking the add button, and
reaches the “add users” page (S4 ). On this page, a new
user account can be added by inputting the username,
password, and role, and sending “add a user” request to
the server by clicking the “add user” button. In particular,
if the passwords entered twice are inconsistent or the
password is empty, then the system prompts an error
message and enters the failed page (S5 ). Otherwise, the
server deals with the “add a user” request. Speciﬁcally, if
the server determines that the new user account is invalid,
then the system enters the failed page (S5 ). Otherwise,
the new user account is added successfully, and the
system returns to “manage users” page (S2 ).
The partial behavior model of user management
module is depicted in Fig. 5, which mainly illustrates
the process by which an administrator adds a new user
account. For ease of understanding, the states are labeled
with corresponding Web pages, and the transitions
are labeled with corresponding migrations between
pages. For example, if the administrator does not input
his/her username and password but clicks the login
button at the login page (S0 ), then the “invalid params”
is alerted and the page remains at S0 . That is, the source
and target states of this transition are all S0 . Moreover,
inputting the username and password and clicking the
login button can be taken as event with no input, which
mean that input empty can be regarded as condition, and
alerting the “invalid params” can be seen as action. As a
result, the transition, denoted by T0 , can be expressed as
<S0 ; click, Xpath: //input [@value=“Login”](username,
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password); username. value== “jjpassword. value==”;
alert(“in-valid params”); S0 >. The details of other
transitions are shown in Table 1.

4

Trace-Based CBM Modeling Approach
for Web Applications

In the previous section, we have deﬁned CBMs to
articulate the dynamic behaviors for Web applications,
including Web pages, events, and trigger conditions
as well as follow-up operations on the parameters or
DOM elements. In this section, we discuss the CBM
construction and optimization approach based on user
behavior traces. The framework of our CBM modeling
approach is shown in Fig. 6.
The overall process consists of the following two
stages:
• An original client-side behavior model is
constructed based on user behavior traces, including
obtaining states and transitions of CBM from traces,
identifying and merging identical ones, and ﬁnding and
removing noise ones.
• The original CBM is further optimized by
identifying equivalent states and transitions and merging
them to reﬁne the model. Furthermore, this optimized
CBM is proved to be equivalent to the original CBM,
namely, these two models have the same reactions to
users’ operations.
In the following, the CBM construction and
optimization approaches are discussed in detail.
4.1

Original CBM construction based on traces

According to the deﬁnition of CBM, a state s 2 S
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represents the current URL and corresponding DOM
during the execution of Web applications. A transition
t 2 T indicates an interaction that enables migration
from a state to another. In contrast to the CBM, a trace
consists of Web pages WP and interaction information
IA, in which each wp 2 WP is made up of the URL
and DOM, and each ia 2 IA involves the trigger event
and conditions triggered by the event and follow-up
operations. Thus, a Web page wp D<URL, DOM> in a
trace can be regarded as a state of the CBM. However,
as discussed in Section 3.2, an abstract DOM is more
appropriate for representing the state of the CBM.
Thus, in the CBM, <URL, abstract DOM> is taken
as a state instead of <URL, DOM>. Furthermore, an
interaction ia = <event, cond, oper> is considered as
the event[cond]/act of a transition, and two associated
states <URL, abstract DOM> with wpi and wpiC1 are
taken as the states before and after the event event(ia)
is triggered. In other words, for a sub-sequence < wpi ;
ia; wpi C1 > of a trace, the corresponding transition t
can be created, namely, event[cond]/act of transition t
corresponds to the event, cond, and oper of interaction
ia, and src.t / and trgt.t / refer to the <URL, abstract
DOM> of wpi and wpi C1 , respectively.

Table 1 Details of transitions on the behavior model of SchoolMate.
Trans src
event
cond
act
T0 S0 click, Xpath://input[@value=‘Login’]
username.value==00 jj
alert(‘invalid params’)
(username, password)
password.value==00
T1 S0 click, Xpath://input[@value=‘Login’]
username.value!=00 &&
document.login.value=1
password.value!=00
(username, password)
T2 S0 click, Xpath://input[@value=‘Login’]
username.value!=00 &&
document.login.value=1
password.value!=00
(username, password)
T3 S1 click, link=Users
–
–
T4 S2 click, Xpath://input[@value=‘Add’]
–
document.users.submit()
T5 S4 click, Xpath://input[@value=‘Cancel’]
–
document.adduser.submit()
T6 S4 click, Xpath:(//input[@value=‘AddUser’])
password.value!=password2. alert(‘Passwords do not match!’)
valuejjpassword.value == 00 )
(username, password, password2, type)
T7 S4 click, Xpath:(//input[@value=‘AddUser’])
password.value==password2. document.adduser.submit()
value&&password.value !=00
(username, password, password2, type)
T8 S4 click, Xpath:(//input[@value=‘AddUser’])
password.value==password2. document.adduser.submit()
value&&password.value !=00
(username, password, password2, type)

trgt
S0
S1
S0
S2
S4
S2
S5
S5
S2
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However, in the acquired traces, the same Web pages
and interactions often exist in different traces because
users may visit the same Web pages or trigger the same
events. Even in only one trace, the same Web pages or
interactions may exist because a user may access one
Web page or trigger one event more than once. These
situations result in duplications in states and transitions
of the CBM to be constructed. Thus, the identical states
and transitions need to be merged to build the CBM for
a Web application from traces.
Moreover, the noise information, such as navigation
links, out-of-site links, and advertisements, usually
appear when users access a Web application. Traces
collected inevitably contain noise information, which
leads to noise states and transitions in the CBM built.
Thus, noise states and transitions should be further
eliminated.
According to the preceding analysis, to construct
CBMs for Web applications, ﬁrst model components,
namely, states and transitions, are obtained from
user behavior traces, and then identical states and
transitions are identiﬁed and merged. Meanwhile, to
avoid interference from noise information, the noise
states and transitions are further identiﬁed and removed.
The details on how to construct the CBM are discussed
in the following.
4.1.1

Obtaining model components from a trace set

States and transitions are fundamental components
of the CBM model. To construct a CBM for a
Web application, we ﬁrst have to obtain states and
transitions from a trace set. That is, for a trace D
< wp0 ; ia0 ; wp1 ; ia1 ; : : : ; wpn1 ; ian1 ; wpn> in the
trace set, we can take each Web page wpj as a state
sj in CBM, denoted by sj D<URL, abstract DOM>,
where the abstract DOM is a compact representation
of the DOM tree. Each user interaction iaj can be
associated with the event, condition, and action of
transition tj in CBM, i.e, event.tj /; cond.tj /, and act.tj /.
The src.tj / and trgt.tj / of transition tj can be tied to the
corresponding states of sj and sj C1 , respectively. As a
result, a state list S and a transition list T can be acquired
when all traces in a trace set are traversed.
4.1.2

Identifying and merging identical states and
transitions

Identical states and transitions exist within one trace or
among traces. Therefore, how to distinguish identical
states and transitions is a critical problem in the CBM
construction.
A state of CBM is expressed by <URL, abstract
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DOM>, so the similarity or difference between states
can be determined by their URLs and abstract DOMs.
Distinguishing whether two URLs are equal by string
comparison is easy with the help of distance metrics,
such as edit distance. However, for abstract DOMs,
comparison techniques used on traditional DOMs are
unsuitable because they mainly focus on structure
or content similarity between DOMs[27–29] , whereas
abstract DOMs are made up of element and attribute
nodes. Thus, the similarity between abstract DOMs
should be estimated from the structures and attributes of
DOM trees.
The structural similarity is reﬂected in the similarity
of the element nodes in DOMs. Bag of XPath model is
widely used to measure the structural similarity between
DOMs[21] . Thus, this model is also adopted in evaluating
the structural similarity between abstract DOMs as
follows:
eCs
(1)
Struct sim.Doi ; Doj / D
nCme
where Doi and Doj represent a pair of abstract DOMs;
n and m are the number of element nodes expressed
by XPaths, i.e., the number of XPaths in Doi and Doj ,
respectively; e is the number of common XPaths of Doi
and Doj ; and s is the number of XPaths that do not
exactly match in Doi and Doj but are subsumed by at
least one of the generalized XPaths of the other DOMs.
Considering only the structural similarity between
two abstract DOMs is insufﬁcient, as shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, whether their attributes are similar should also be
considered. The more elements with the same attributes,
the more similar the two DOMs are. The attribute
similarity can be measured as follows:
e  adiff
Attribute sim.Doi ; Doj / D
(2)
e
where adiff indicates the number of element nodes in e
whose attributes (e.g., id, class, and name) are different.
In general, Web pages with different URLs are
deﬁnitely different; thus, given two states s1 and s2 ,
whether they are the same is ﬁrstly determined by their
URLs. That is, if the distance between s1 :URL and
s2 :URL is not equal to 0, then States s1 and s2 are
regarded as different. Otherwise, their abstract DOMs
are compared to decide whether States s1 and s2 are
equal or not. In this case, considering the structure of
DOM represents all elements of the page while attributes
are appended to elements, we ﬁrstly estimate the
structural similarity between two abstract DOMs. That
is, if the structures of two abstract DOMs are similar,
namely, the structural similarity Struct sim.s1 .dom,
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s2 .dom) computed by Eq. (1) exceeds a preset threshold,
then the similarity of their attributes is considered to
further decide whether these two states are identical
or not. In other words, if the attributes of the two
abstract DOMs are similar, which means that the
Attribute sim(s1 .dom, s2 .dom) calculated by Eq. (2)
exceeds the preset threshold, then these two states are
regarded as identical. Otherwise, they are different. The
pseudo code of judging whether a pair of states are
identical is shown in Algorithm 1.
According to the deﬁnition of CBM, a transition
t 2 T is made up of src.t /; trgt.t /, and associated
event. /Œcond=act, which is labeled in terms of lbl.t /.
To identify identical transitions in transition list T , we
deﬁne identical transitions as follows:
Deﬁnition 4 Identical transitions. Given transitions
t1 =<src.t1 /; lbl.t1 /; trgt.t1 /> and t2 =< src.t2 /; lbl.t2 /;
trgt.t2 />, we say that:
Transition t1 is identical to t2 iff src.t1 / and src.t2 /,
trgt.t1 / and trgt.t2 /, and lbl.t1 / and lbl.t2 / are identical.
Here, lbl.t1 / and lbl.t2 / being identical means that every
member of them is the same.
Algorithm 1 Similarity comparison of states
Input: State s1 ; s2
Output: true or false
1: Procedure Similarity (s1 ; s2 ) begin
2: NodeList1; NodeList2 D ∅
3: SimilarStruct D thrs1I SimilarAttribute D thrs2I thrs1 and
thrs2 are preset threshold
4: count D 0I SameAttr D 0I
5: NodeList1 D NodeXpath.s1 :dom)I
6: NodeList2 D NodeXpath.s2 :dom)I
7: struct sim D Bag of Xpath(NodeList1; NodeList2)
8: if .s1 :URL DD s2 :URL & struct similarity > SimilarStruct/
then
9:
for (i D 0I i < NodeList1.lengthI i C C) do
10:
if (NodeList1[i] in NodeList2) then
11:
count C CI
12:
if ( Attribute(NodeList[i]; NodeList2)) then
13:
SameAttr C CI
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
if (SameAttr/count > SimilarAttribute) then
18:
return trueI
19:
else
20:
return falseI
21:
end if
22: else
23:
return falseI
24: end if

Identifying identical transitions by comparing each
component of transitions is easy. In other words, any
two transitions are judged to be different as long as one
component of them is different.
Therefore, based on the state list S and transition
list T obtained in Section 4.1.1, the identiﬁcation and
merging of identical states and transitions are roughly
divided into following steps. Firstly, for the states in
list S, any pairs of states are compared according to
Algorithm 1. If two states are identical, then one of
them is preserved by randomly removing one. The
transition whose source (target) state is the one removed
is modiﬁed, namely, the source (target) state of this
transition is replaced by the reserved one. As a result,
a new state set S 0 without duplicate states is obtained,
and a corresponding transitions list T 0 is formed. Then,
identical transitions are removed from the transition list
T 0 . As a result, a transition set T 00 without duplicate
transitions is obtained.
4.1.3

Identifying and eliminating noise states and
transitions

Noise information causes redundant states and
transitions in the CBMs built and reduces the efﬁciency
of automated testing. Thus, this subsection aims to ﬁnd
and remove noise states and transitions in the CBMs.
The noise information in Web applications
generally includes navigation links, out-of-site links,
advertisements, and so on. The navigation links can be
identiﬁed by Vision-based Page Segmentation (VIPS)
algorithm, which is extensively used in segmenting
elements of a Web page into different parts[30, 31] . In
further detail, the VIPS algorithm divides the homepage
of a Web application into different visual blocks. When
the proportion of hyperlinks in a particular block
exceeds a preset threshold, the hyperlinks in this block
are determined as navigation links. Without loss of
generality, a Web application possesses more than one
navigation link, and each navigation link corresponds
to a navigation event. As a result, for a navigation
link nal, the transitions whose events belong to the
navigation event of nal can be obtained, named as Tnal .
That is, the transitions in Tnal are associated with the
same hyperlink event, and can be regarded as redundant
except one. Then, to further reduce the size of the CBM
built, we only reserve the transition in Tnal that is the
nearest to the start state of the CBM, which generally
refers to the entrance of a Web application, and other
transitions in Tnal are eliminated from the transition
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set T 00 .
Furthermore,
multiple out-of-site links or
advertisements usually exist in a Web application,
each out-of-site link ties to an event, and so do the
advertisements. Consequently, for an out-of-site link
outl, the transitions whose events pertain to the event of
outl can be obtained, called Toutl . The transitions in Toutl
are associated with the event of outl and can be treated
as redundant because they are irrelevant to the state
space of a Web application. Thus, we directly eliminate
those transitions in Toutl from the transition set T 00 to
achieve CBM reﬁnement. Furthermore, the transitions
Tads related to the events of the advertisements ads are
processed in the same manner as Toutl .
After processing all the transitions involved in noise
information, the ﬁnal transition set T1 is formed. Then,
the states that do not appear in the T1 are deleted from
state set S 0 , thereby forming the ﬁnal state set S1 . Thus
far, the original CBM has been built from the state set
S1 and transition set T1 .
4.1.4

Algorithm of building CBMs for Web
applications

The core idea of the CBM construction is to
create a highly accurate model on the basis of user
behavior traces for Web applications. According to the
preceding discussions, the pseudo-code is summarized
in Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, the function BuildModel() (Lines
1–10) shows the basic steps of the CBM construction.
In further detail, ﬁrst, a state list S and a transition
list T are obtained with the help of the function
ObtainST(traces) by traversing the user behavior traces
set and matching Web pages and interactions in traces
with the states and transitions of the CBM. Then, the
same states in state list S are identiﬁed and merged by
comparing their similarity and combining the same ones
to form a new state set S 0 by means of the function
MergeIdenticalStates(S). Meanwhile, transitions whose
source or target state is merged are handled by the
function CorrectTrans(T; S 0 ). That is, their original
source or target states are corrected with the states in
S 0 . As a result, a new list T 0 is obtained. Next, the
function MergeIdenticalTrans(T 0 ) is applied to identify
and merge identical transitions in T 0 to form a transition
set T 00 , by comparing each component of transitions.
Thereafter, the function IdentifyNoiseVIPS(S 0 ) is used
to distinguish noise information according to state set
S 0 with the aid of the VIPS algorithm. Associated
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Algorithm 2 Construct Web application’s CBM model
Input: a trace set traces
Output: CBM<S1 ; T1>//The Web application’s behavior model
1: function C ORRECT
BuildModel()
T RANS
2:
S; T D ObtainST.traces/I
3:
S 0 D MergeIdenticalStates.S/I
4:
T 0 D CorrectTrans.T; S 0 /I
5:
T 00 D MergeIdenticalTrans.T 0 /I
6:
Nav; OutAd D IdentifyNoiseVIPS.S 0 /I
7:
T1 D RemoveNoiseTrans.T 00 ; Nav; OutAd/I
8:
S1 D RemoveNoiseStates.T1 ; S 0 /I
9:
Return S1 ; T1 I
10: end function
11: function C ORRECT
MergeIdenticalStates
T RANS
(S )
12:
set S 0 D ∅I
13:
boolean ﬂagŒ0; : : : ; .S:length  1/I
14:
for (i D 0I i < S:lengthI i C C) do
15:
ﬂagŒi D falseI
16:
end for
17:
for (i D 0I i < S:lengthI i C C) do
18:
if (ŠﬂagŒi) then
19:
S 0 :add.SŒi/I
20:
for (j D i C 1I j < S:lengthI j C C) do
21:
if (ŠﬂagŒj ) then
22:
if (Similarity.SŒi; SŒj /) then
23:
ﬂagŒj  D trueI
24:
end if
25:
end if
26:
end for
27:
end if
28:
end for
29:
Return S 0 I
30: end function
31: function C ORRECT
CorrectTrans
T RANS
(T; S 0 )
32:
for i D 0I i < T:lengthI i C C do
33:
for j D 0I j < S 0 :lengthI j C C do
34:
if (match.T Œi:src; S 0 Œj /) then
35:
T Œi :src D S 0 Œj 
36:
end if
37:
if (match.T Œi:tgt; S 0 Œj /) then
38:
T Œi :trgt D S 0 Œj 
39:
end if
40:
end for
41:
end for
42:
Return T 0 I
43: end function

noise transitions in T 00 are then processed by the
function RemoveNoiseTrans(Nav, OutAd), where Nav
and OutAd are the events belonging to navigation and
out-of-site links as well as advertisements. Thus far,
a reduced set of transitions T1 is obtained. Finally, the
states that do not appear in T1 are eliminated from the
state set S 0 by the function RemoveNoiseStates(T1 ; S 0 ),
obtaining a reduced state set S1 .
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Concretely, function MergeIdenticalStates(S) (Lines
11–30), ﬁrstly, initializes a ﬂag false for each state in the
state list S to indicate that all states are different (Lines
13–16). Then, for each state S Œi, if its ﬂag is false
(Lines 18–27), which means that no state is identical
to SŒi , then the state is added to the new state set S 0
(Lines 18 and 19) and compared one by one with the
states behind it whose ﬂag is also false (Lines 20–26).
If a subsequent state is recognized as the same as SŒi ,
then its ﬂag is marked as true (Lines 22–24). If the ﬂag
of SŒi  is true, then it is discarded, and the next state is
handled. After the preceding processing, a state set S 0
without duplicate states is produced (Line 29).
In CorrectTrans(T; S 0 ) (Lines 31–43), for each
transition T Œi  in the transition list T , the source state
and target state are compared with each new state S 0 Œj 
in S 0 . If the source state T Œi:src or target state T Œi :trgt
matches the state S 0 Œj , then it is replaced with S 0 Œj .
As a result, a new transition list T 0 with states merged in
S 0 is generated.
The implementation of the other functions is simple
and similar to the functions described. Thus, the details
of them are not explained in this paper.
4.2

(a) Login page

(b) Error login page

(c) Reaching index page

Fig. 7

Example of Situation 1 in SchoolMate.

(a) Index page

CBM optimization

Equivalent states and transitions exist in the CBM
constructed by the preceding process. Thus, further
reﬁning the original CBM by merging equivalent states
and transitions is necessary. This section discusses how
to identify and merge equivalent states and transitions to
obtain an optimized CBM. To illustrate the existence
of equivalent states and transitions in CBMs, we
introduce the following two common scenarios in Web
applications.
Situation 1: A user in different Web pages may
trigger identical events that may result in identical
subsequent Web pages.
It is a common case that users may trigger the same
event from different Web pages and reach the same target
page. For example, users can submit a login request from
the initial login page in Fig. 7a or an error login page
in Fig. 7b caused by an invalid username or password,
and arrive at the same successful index page shown in
Fig. 7c.
Situation 2: A user on a Web page may trigger the
same event with the different values of parameters that
may lead to different Web pages.
For instance, a user in the index page, as shown in Fig.
8a, may trigger the event of viewing details on different
rows, namely, associated with different values, which

(b) Details of Jane

Fig. 8

(c) Details of Shawn

Example of Situation 2 in Addressbook.

may result in different Web pages, as shown in Figs. 8b
and 8c. Although the Web pages shown in Figs. 8b and
8c are different, they have the same incoming events and
derive from the same Web page.
For these two situations, the corresponding CBMs
are depicted in Fig. 9. CBM-1 refers to Situation
1, where the details of transition t1 are src.t1 /=s1 ,
lbl.t1 /=eventŒcond=act, and trgt.t1 /=s3 , and transition
t2 means that src.t2 /=s2 , lbl.t2 /=eventŒcond=act,
and trgt.t2 /=s3 , respectively. The label and target
state of transitions t1 and t2 are the same, namely,
«

Ɛ1

ƚ1
Ɛ3

«

Ɛ2

ƚ2

(a) CBM-1

Fig. 9

«

«

ƚ Ζ1

Ɛ1

«

ƚ2Ζ

Ɛ2

«

Ɛ0

(b) CBM-2

Corresponding CBMs for Situations 1 and 2.
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lbl.t1 /=lbl.t2 / and trgt.t1 /=trgt.t2 /. CBM-2 refers
to Situation 2, where transition t10 represents
that src.t10 / = s0 , lbl.t10 / = event 0 Œcond 0 =act 0 , and
trgt.t10 / = s1 , and transition t20 is that src.t20 /=s0 ,
lbl.t20 /=event0 Œcond0 =act0 , and trgt.t20 /=s2 . The labels
and source state of transitions t10 and t20 are the same,
namely, lbl.t10 /=lbl.t20 / and src.t10 /=src.t20 /.
Intuitively, if merging states s1 and s2 do not affect the
behavior of the CBM constructed, then these two states
should be merged. Otherwise, they cannot be combined.
To further reﬁne CBMs, we deﬁne the following state
equivalence and transition equivalence in CBMs.
4.2.1

Deﬁnition of equivalent states and transitions

Deﬁnition 5 R-equivalent states. We assume the
outgoing transitions from state s1 is ft10 ; t11 ; : : : ; t1n g
and that from s2 is ft20 ; t21 ; : : : ; t2m g. The states s1 and
s2 are R-equivalent, if for each transition t1i .0  i  n/
from s1 , a corresponding transition t2j .0  j  m/
from s2 exists such that their label lbl and target state trgt
are equal, i.e., lbl.t1i / = lbl.t2j / and trgt.t1i / = trgt.t2j /,
and vice versa.
Based on Deﬁnition 5, the states s1 and s2 of CBM-1
in Fig. 9a are R-equivalent.
Deﬁnition 6 L-equivalent states. We suppose that
the incoming transitions to state s1 is ft10 ; t11 ; : : : ; t1n g
and that to s2 is ft20 ; t21 ; : : : ; t2m g. The states s1 and s2
are L-equivalent, if for each transition t1i .0  i  n/
pointing to s1 , a corresponding transition t2j .0  j 
m/ pointing to s2 exists such that their source state src
and label lbl are the same, i.e., src.t1i / = src.t2j / and
lbl.t1i / = lbl.t2j /, and vice versa.
Based on Deﬁnition 6, the states s1 and s2 of CBM-2
in Fig. 9b are L-equivalent.
Considering the deﬁnition of R-equivalent and Lequivalent states, we deﬁne the equivalent states and
transitions for the CBMs of Web applications.
Deﬁnition 7 Equivalent states. Given states s1
and s2 of a CBM, s1 and s2 are equivalent, denoted
by equ < s1 ; s2 >, if they satisfy either of the following
two conditions:
• For each outgoing transition from s1 , a
corresponding transition from s2 meets the requirement
that their label lbl and target state trgt are equal, and
vice versa.
• For each transition pointing to s1 , a corresponding
transition pointing to s2 satisﬁes the requirement that
their source state src and label lbl are the same, and vice
versa.
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Deﬁnition 8 Equivalent transitions. Given transitions
t1 = <src.t1 /; lbl.t1 /; trgt.t1 /> and t2 =<src.t2 /; lbl.t2 /;
trgt.t2 />, we say that t1 is equivalent to t2 iff src.t1 / and
src.t2 /, trgt.t1 / and trgt.t2 /, and lbl.t1 / and lbl.t2 / are
identical, respectively.
For an EFSM model, Androutsopoulos et al.[32]
thought that a bisimulation can be formed by merging its
R-equivalent and L-equivalent states. In other words,
the EFSM model after merging equivalent states is
equivalent in behavior to the original EFSM model. In
fact, our CBM is an EFSM model, and L-equivalent
states as well as R-equivalent states exist in our CBM.
Therefore, the CBM can be further optimized by
identifying and merging L-equivalent and R-equivalent
states.
4.2.2

Identifying and merging equivalent states
and transitions in CBMs

The equivalent states are distinguished by comparing
their incoming and outgoing transitions. If for each
incoming or outgoing transition of state si in a CBM,
there exists a corresponding transition pointing to sj or
deriving from sj , then states si and sj are judged to be
L-equivalent or R-equivalent. Thus, they can be merged
by reserving one randomly, such as sj . At the same time,
the transitions associated with the deleted state si are
modiﬁed with the reserved sj . Equivalent transitions are
identiﬁed by comparing each component of transitions
and merged by reserving one randomly.
Further details of identifying and merging equivalent
states and transitions in a CBM are shown in Algorithm
3. Given an original CBM<S1 ; T1 > with state set S1
and transition set T1 , ﬁrstly, we consider the state set
S1 . For each state S1 Œi  2 S1 , all outgoing transitions
whose source state is S1 Œi  are extracted from the
transition set T1 and recorded into a two-dimensional
(2D) array outgoTran, where outgoTranŒi Œj  = T1 Œk
means that the j -th outgoing transition of S1 Œi  is T1 Œk
and outgoTranŒi  indicates all outgoing transitions from
S1 Œi . Likewise, all incoming transitions whose target
state is S1 Œi  are drawn out from the transition set T1
and stored into another 2D array incomTran, where
incomTranŒi Œj =T1 Œk means that the j -th incoming
transition of S1 Œi  is T1 Œk and incomTranŒi  presents all
incoming transitions of S1 Œi .
Then, for any two states S1 Œi  and S1 Œj  in S1 ,
whether they are equivalent is determined. In further
detail, ﬁrstly, consider the R-equivalent, if for each
transition T1 Œp outgoing from S1 Œi  in outgoTranŒi,
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Algorithm 3 Optimize CBM model
Input: the original CBM<S1 ; T1>
Output: the optimized CBM<S; T >
1: Procedure OptimizeModel() begin
2: Set S; T D ∅
3: Array outgoTran[][]; incomTran[][]I //store all outgoing &
incoming transitions for each state
4: ﬂag D false //indicating whether there are equivalent states
5: do
6:
ﬂag D falseI
7:
outgoTran D ExtractOutgoTrans.S1 ; T1 /I
8:
incomTran D ExtractIncomTrans.S1 ; T1 /I
9:
for (i D 0I i < S1 :lengthI i C C) do
10:
for (j D i C 1I j < S1 :lengthI j C C) do
//Optimize model by merging R-equivalent states
11:
if (equ.outgoTranŒi ; outgoTranŒj /) then
12:
ﬂag D trueI
13:
MergeState.S1 Œi ; S1 Œj /I
14:
ReplaceState.S1 Œi ; S1 Œj ; T1 /I
15:
end if//Optimize model by merging L-equivalent
states
16:
if (Šﬂag) then
17:
if (equ.incomTranŒi ; incomTranŒj /) then
18:
ﬂag D trueI
19:
MergeState.S1 Œi ; S1 Œj /I
20:
ReplaceState.S1 Œi ; S1 Œj ; T1 /I
21:
end if
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
end for
25:
for (i D 0I i < T1 :lengthI i C C) do //merge equivalent
transitions
26:
for .j D i C 1I j < T1 :lengthI j C C) do
27:
if (equTran.T1 Œi ; T1 Œj /) then
28:
MergeTran.T1 Œi ; T1 Œj /I
29:
end if
30:
end for
31:
end for
32: while ﬂag D false
33: S D S1 ; T D T1 I
34: return CBM <S; T >

there is a corresponding transition T1 Œq outgoing from
S1 Œj  in outgoTranŒj  whose label lbl and target state
trgt are identical to those of T1 Œp, then S1 Œi  and S1 Œj 
are taken as R-equivalent, implemented by the function
equ.outgoTranŒi; outgoTranŒj /: In a similar manner,
the L-equivalent is considered, namely, if for each
incoming transition T1 Œu of S1 Œi  in incomTranŒi, there
is a corresponding transition T1 Œv pointing to S1 Œj  in
incomTranŒj , whose label lbl and source state src are
the same as those of T1 Œu, then S1 Œi  and S1 Œj  are
regarded as L-equivalent, which are implemented by the
function equ.incomTranŒi ; incomTranŒj /. Otherwise,

these two states are independent.
After the equivalent states are identiﬁed, they are
merged into one state. In other words, if a pair of states
SŒi  and SŒj  are judged to be L-equivalent, then one
of them, such as SŒj , is deleted from the state set S1 .
At the same time, the transitions in T1 , whose source
or target state is the deleted state SŒj , are modiﬁed.
That is, the deleted state SŒj  on these transitions is
replaced with the other reserved SŒi . Similarly, if a pair
of states are judged to be R-equivalent, then the states
and transitions are handled in the same manner. The
process is implemented by the function MergeState and
ReplaceState.
Then, equivalent transitions are considered. That is,
for each pair of transitions T Œi  and T Œj  in transition set
T1 , if the two transitions are determined to be equivalent
according to Deﬁnition 7, namely, equTran(T Œi ; T Œj /
returns true, then one of T Œi  and T Œj  is removed
from T1 . As merging equivalent transitions may cause
the emergence of new equivalent states, the preceding
process is repeated until no equivalent states exist.
4.3

Equivalence proof of CBMs before and after
optimization

To demonstrate that the original and optimized
CBMs have the same behaviors, the main theorem
homomorphism of model projection[32] is applied to
prove it. That is, if there is a homomorphic mapping
between the original and optimized CBMs, then the two
CBMs are deemed to have the same behaviors, namely,
they react to user operations in the same ways.
The homomorphic mapping between two CBMs is
deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 9 Homomorphic mapping of models.
For the original CBM = .S; I; O; T / and optimized
CBM0 = .S 0 ; I 0 ; O 0 ; T 0 / of a Web application, a
homomorphic mapping h from CBM to CBM0 is deﬁned
as a pair of functions h = .hS W S ! S 0 ; hT W T ! T 0 )
that preserves the structure of CBM as well as CBM0
and satisﬁes the following constraints:
8t 2 T in the CBM whose src(t) = s1 , trgt(t) = s2 ,
lbl(t) = event[con]/act, and s1 , s2 2 S, CBM0 has the
corresponding states and transitions that meet hT .t/ =
t 0 2 T 0 ; hS .s1 ) = s10 , hS .s2 ) = s20 2 S 0 ; and src(t 0 ) = s10 ,
trgt(t 0 ) = s20 , and lbl.t 0 / = eventŒcon=act hold.
In the following, we prove that the original CBM
is homomorphic to the optimized CBM0 , namely, a
homomorphic mapping from CBM to CBM0 exists.
As discussed in the preceding, the optimized CBM
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is obtained by merging equivalent states and equivalent
transitions of CBM. In other words, states from set S
that satisfy L-equivalent or R-equivalent conditions are
merged, and then equivalent transitions from set T are
processed. Thus, to prove that CBM is homomorphic
to CBM0 , we only have to prove the following two
propositions.
Proposition 1 Given an original CBM = (S, I, O,
T) and an optimized CBM0 = (S0 , I0 , O0 , T0 ) produced
by merging R-equivalent states of CBM, CBM is
homomorphic to CBM0 .
Proof CBM0 is the slice of CBM produced by
merging R-equivalent states. We show the presence of a
model homomorphic mapping, h, from CBM to CBM0 .
We assume that the CBM which includes states s1
and s2 has identical outgoing transitions. That is, if
state s1 has an outgoing transition t1 whose src.t1 / = s1 ,
lbl.t1 / = eventŒcon=act, and trgt.t1 / = x, then state s2
also has an outgoing transition t2 whose src.t2 / = s2 ,
lbl.t2 / = eventŒcon=act, and trgt.t2 / = x. According to
Deﬁnition 5, states s1 and s2 are R-equivalent. Thus,
CBM0 can be obtained by merging s1 and s2 . Then,
CBM0 is identical to CBM except that s1 and s2
are replaced by a single state s. The corresponding
transitions t1 and t2 in CBM are replaced by a single
transition t with src.t /=s, lbl.t /=eventŒcon=act, and
trgt.t/=x, where s is either s1 or s2 . As a result, CBM0
is obtained. Thus, a mapping h = .hS ; hT / from CBM
to CBM0 exists, where hS W S!S 0 means that s1 and s2
in S are mapped to s in S 0 by hS , hT W T !T 0 means
that t1 and t2 in T are mapped to t in T 0 by hT , and
transitions targeting s1 or s2 in T map the transitions
targeting s in T 0 . That is, CBM is clearly homomorphic
to CBM0 .
Proposition 2 Given a CBM0 = (S 0 , I 0 , O 0 , T 0 ) and
its slice CBM00 = (S 00 , I 00 , O 00 , T 00 ), which are produced
by merging L-equivalent states, CBM0 is homomorphic
to CBM00 .
Proof CBM00 is the slice of CBM0 produced by
merging L-equivalent states. We show that a model
homomorphic mapping, h0 , exists from CBM0 to CBM00 .
We assume that CBM0 includes states s10 and s20 ,
which have identical incoming transitions. That is, if
state s1 has an incoming transition t10 whose src.t10 / = x,
lbl.t10 / = event0 Œcon0 =act0 , and trgt.t10 / = s10 , then state s20
also has an incoming transition t20 whose src.t20 / = x,
lbl.t20 / = event0 Œcon0 =act0 , and trgt.t20 / = s20 . According
to Deﬁnition 6, states s10 and s20 are L-equivalent. Thus,
CBM00 can be obtained by merging s10 and s20 . Then,
CBM00 is identical to CBM0 except that s10 and s20
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are replaced by a single state s 0 . The corresponding
transitions t10 and t20 in CBM0 as above are replaced
in CBM00 by a single transition t 0 with src.t 0 / = x,
lbl.t 0 / = event0 Œcon0 =act0 , and trgt.t 0 / = s 0 , where s 0 is
either s10 or s20 . Besides, the transitions deriving from s10
or s20 are replaced by transitions deriving from s 0 . As a
result, CBM00 is obtained. Thus, a mapping h0 =(h0S ,h0T )
exists from CBM0 to CBM00 , where h0S : S 0 ! S 00 means
that s10 and s20 in S 0 are mapped to s 0 in S 00 by h0S , h0T :
T 0 ! T 00 means that t10 and t20 in T are mapped to t 0
in T 00 by h0T , and transitions deriving from s10 or s20 in
T 0 map the transitions from s 0 in T 00 . That is, CBM0 is
homomorphic to CBM00 .
According to the proofs, a homomorphic mapping
h exists from CBM to CBM0 , and a homomorphic
mapping h0 occurs from CBM0 to CBM00 . Obviously,
homomorphism satisﬁes transitivity. Thus, CBM is
homomorphic to CBM00 . So, we can conclude that a
homomorphic relation exists between the original CBM
and the optimized CBM, that is, the two models have
the same semantics. Equivalent transitions merging
essentially remove duplicate transitions in the CBM;
thus, the behavior of the model is not affected. Thus,
the optimized CBMs are valid to represent the dynamic
behavior of Web applications.

5

Empirical Study

This section focuses on the evaluation metrics and
research questions, information about subject programs
and experimental design, experiment results and analysis,
and threats to validity.
5.1

Evaluation metrics and research questions

To verify the validity of the CBM construction method,
we conducted a series of experiments on six commonly
used Web applications, and the effectiveness and
efﬁciency are evaluated on the basis of these experiments.
The effectiveness is reﬂected in whether a CBM can
accurately represent the dynamic behavior of a Web
application, and the efﬁciency is embodied in the time
cost of CBM construction. As we know, modern Web
applications are mostly event-driven, and these events
are responded by a set of client-side JS functions
called event handlers. The execution of event handlers
causes Web pages (DOMs) transferred to other pages.
Furthermore, events with different trigger conditions
of event handlers may result in different Web pages
and follow-up operations. As a result, the client-side
behaviors of Web applications are closely related to
events, trigger conditions (JS branches), and DOMs.
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Thus, the accuracy and integrity of CBMs in representing
the client-side behavior of Web applications can be
manifested by the coverage of events, JS branches, and
DOMs.
Therefore, three metrics are raised to measure the
effectiveness of our CBM construction method. They
are the coverage of events, JS branches, and DOMs. For
events and JS branches, we can obtain all of them in
client-side code through static source code analysis. For
DOMs, they are dynamically created in the execution
of client-side and server-side code, so it is difﬁcult to
distinguish where DOMs are generated. Therefore, we
regard the DOMs that appear in user behavior traces as
all the DOMs. The details of these three metrics are
described as follows:
• Metric 1: Events Coverage (EC). EC measures
the proportion of the events that appear in the CBM
constructed to all events in the client-side code of the
Web application. For a CBM of Web application, EC
can be computed as follows:
jM.eventsj
(3)
EC D
jW.eventsj
where jM:eventsj indicates the number of all events in
the CBM model and jW.eventsj represents the number
of all events in the Web application.
• Metric 2: JS branch Coverage (JC). JC estimates
the proportion of the JS branches that occur in the CBM,
i.e., conditions on transitions, to all JS branches in the
client-side code of the Web application. For a CBM of
the Web application, JC can be calculated as follows:
jM.JSbranchesj
(4)
JC D
jW.JSbranchesj
where jM.JSbranchesj implies the number of all JS
branches in the CBM and jW:JSbranchesj indicates the
number of all JS branches in the Web application.
• Metric 3: DOM Coverage (DC). DC evaluates the
proportion of the DOMs that appear in the CBM to all
the DOMs that occur in the user behavior traces. For a
CBM of Web application, DC can be counted as follows:
jM.DOMsj
DC D
(5)
jW.DOMsj
App name
SchoolMate
Addressbook
Webchess
FAQForge
JCart
DBLab
phpaaCMS

Version
1.5.4
8.2.5.2
1.0.0
1.3.2
1.3.0
–
0.0.5

Language
PHP
PHP
PHP
PHP
PHP
JSP
PHP

where jM.DOMsj represents the number of all DOMs
in the CBM and jW.DOMsj depicts the number of all
DOMs in the user behavior traces with respect to a Web
application.
As mentioned, our CBM construction is based on user
behavior traces. In the previous study[19] , we discussed
how to obtain the trace sets according to the Web
applications under test. When acquiring the trace sets,
three adequacy criteria (all events coverage, all JS
branches coverage, and maximum DOM coverage) are
used to guide the minimal trace set generation. Under
the premise of satisfying the adequacy criteria, we have
obtained three minimal user behavior trace sets for each
Web application, which are event-trace-set, JS-trace-set,
and DOM-trace-set, respectively. The three trace sets are
used to construct CBMs to further evaluate the inﬂuence
of different trace sets on the CBM models built.
We implemented a prototype to assess the CBM
construction approach reported in this paper. Moreover,
the following research questions are raised and
investigated:
RQ1. Is our CBM construction method effective for
Web applications?
RQ2. Is the optimized CBM more effective than the
original CBM?
RQ3. How do different trace sets affect the CBM
models built? Which trace set is the most suitable for
modeling a Web application?
RQ4. How efﬁcient is our approach to CBM
construction?
5.2

Experimental subjects and design

To address the given research questions, we selected
ﬁve commonly used open-source Web applications from
https://sourceforge.net and a laboratory management
system developed by our group, called DBLab, as
the experimental subjects. These applications are
implemented in PHP or JSP language. Table 2 provides
a brief description of these subjects, including the
programming language, size of Web applications, Lines
Of Code (LOC), number of events (#Events), number of

Table 2 Web applications used in the study.
Size (KB)
LOC
#Events
#JS branches
365
8181
159
161
3799
47 481
50
27
468
4722
28
374
227
1712
20
–
123
1188
7
13
166
10 526
41
72
1659
15 949
65
105

Functional description
School admin system
Addressbook management system
Online chess game
FAQ management tool
Online shopping
Laboratory management system
Article management system
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JS branches (#JS branches), and a functional description
of the Web applications. Although the total JS branches
in Webchess are 374, a large number of them (363) are
used to make rules for playing chess. The execution of
this kind of JS branches does not affect the states space.
So these branches are ﬁltered when obtaining the trace
set and building the CBM. In addition, subject FAQForge
is a simple PHP Web application without JS branches.
The CBM modeling method contains two phases: One
is to build corresponding CBMs for Web applications
based on their user behavior trace sets, called original
CBMs, and the other is to optimize the original CBMs
by merging equivalent states and transitions, called
optimized CBMs. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
two phases, we construct these two CBM models on the
basis of three trace sets, that is, event-trace-set, JS-traceset, and DOM-trace-set, respectively, and further analyze
the difference between the original and optimized CBMs
for each Web application.
In summary, for a Web application, we use three
trace sets to build corresponding CBM models, and then
optimize the CBMs built. As a result, six CBM models
are established for each Web application, which are listed
in Table 3.
All experiments are performed on Windows platform
(Windows10-64 bit) with CPU i5-2470 and 8 GB of
memory. The programming language is Python.
Web app
SchoolMate

Addressbook

Webchess

FAQForge

JCart

DBLab

Average
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Table 3 CBM models constructed by different trace sets.
Trace set
Original CBM
Optimized CBM
Event-trace-set
CBMEvOrg
CBMEvOpt
JS-trace-set
CBMJsOrg
CBMJsOpt
DOM-trace-set
CBMDoOrg
CBMDoOpt

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental results and analysis
Results for RQ1

To assess the CBM construction method, we use three
user behavior trace sets to build the CBMs for Web
applications under test. The related statistics on user
behavior traces, model components after merging the
same components, noises removed, and original CBM
built are summarized in Table 5. For example, for
SchoolMate, the number in parentheses of event-traceset is 34, which means that 34 traces are obtained to
cover all events of SchoolMate; the number of states and
transitions <#s, #t> that are included in the event-traceset is 538 and 504, respectively; the number <#s, #t> is
decreased to 65 and 352 after merging identical states
and transitions; and the number <#s, #t> is further
reduced to 65 and 161 after removing noise states and
transitions, respectively. As a result, the original CBM
consists of 65 states and 161 transitions according to
event-trace-set of SchoolMate. Moreover, the CBM of
SchoolMate login by administrators is shown in Fig. 10.

Table 5 Statistics on traces, merging information, noises removed, and original CBM built.
Trace set
<#s, #t> of trace <#s, #t> merge same <#s, #t> remove noise
<#s, #t> of CBMs
event-trace-set (34)
<538, 504>
<65, 352>
<65, 161 >
CBMEvOrg <65, 161>
JS-trace-set (50)
<707, 657 >
<70, 352>
<70, 186>
CBMJsOrg <70, 186>
DOM-trace-set (53)
<722, 669 >
<73, 352>
<73, 203>
CBMDoOrg <73, 203>
event-trace-set (10)
<118, 108>
< 34, 84>
<34, 76>
CBMEvOrg <34, 76>
JS-trace-set (11)
<122, 111>
<34, 85>
<34, 78>
CBMJsOrg < 34, 78>
DOM-trace-set (11)
<123, 112>
<34, 84 >
<34, 80 >
CBMDoOrg <34, 80 >
event-trace-set (10)
< 77, 67>
< 9, 33>
<9, 28 >
CBMEvOrg <9, 28 >
JS-trace-set (12)
<92, 80 >
<10, 33 >
<10, 32>
CBMJsOrg <10, 32>
DOM-trace-set (11)
<84, 73>
<10, 33 >
<10, 31>
CBMDoOrg <10, 31>
event-trace-set (5)
<65, 60>
<8, 35>
<8, 21>
CBMEvOrg <8, 21>
JS-trace-set (–)




DOM-trace-set (6)
<71, 65>
< 9, 36 >
<9, 23 >
CBMDoOrg <9, 23>
event-trace-set (2)
< 27, 25 >
<3, 13 >
<3, 10>
CBMEvOrg <4, 10>
JS-trace-set (3)
< 32, 29>
<4, 15>
<4, 14 >
CBMJsOrg <4, 14>
DOM-trace-set (3)
< 32, 29>
<4, 15>
<4, 14 >
CBMDoOrg <4, 14 >
event-trace-set (13)
<117, 104>
<32, 80 >
<32, 67 >
CBMEvOrg <32, 67 >
JS-trace-set (24)
<198, 174 >
<43, 123>
<43, 106>
CBMJsOrg <43, 106 >
DOM-trace-set (40)
<276, 236>
<59, 131 >
<59, 108 >
CBMDoOrg <59, 108 >
event-trace-set (12)
<157, 145>
<25, 99>
<25, 60>
CBMEvOrg <25, 60 >
JS-trace-set (20)
<230, 210>
<32, 122>
<32, 83>
CBMJsOrg <32, 83>
DOM-trace-set (21)
<218, 197>
<31, 108>
<31, 76>
CBMDoOrg <31, 76>
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Fig. 10

CBM of SchoolMate login by administrators.

Evidently, we observe a large number of identical states
and transitions as well as redundant ones in the user
behavior trace sets.
Moreover, the three metrics identiﬁed (EC, JC, and

Table 5 Evaluation results of CBMs of Web applications.
<#s, #t> of CBMs
EC
JC
CBMEvOrg <65, 161>
159/159=100%
114/161=70.81%
159/159=100%
161/161=100%
CBMJsOrg <70, 186>
159/159=100%
161/161=100%
CBMDoOrg <73, 203>
CBMEvOrg <34, 76>
50/50=100%
23/27=85.19%
50/50=100%
27/27=100%
CBMJsOrg < 34, 78>
50/50=100%
27/27=100%
CBMDoOrg <34, 80 >
28/28=100%
2/11=18.18%
CBMEvOrg <9, 28 >
28/28=100%
11/11=100%
CBMJsOrg <10, 32>
28/28=100%
11/11=100%
CBMDoOrg <10, 31>
CBMEvOrg <8, 21>
20/20=100%



CBMJsOrg ./
20/20=100%

CBMDoOrg <9, 23>
CBMEvOrg <4, 10>
7/7=100%
7/13=53.85%
7/7=100%
13/13=100%
CBMJsOrg <4, 14>
7/7=100%
13/13=100%
CBMDoOrg <4, 10>
CBMEvOrg <32, 67>
41/41=100%
35/72=48.61%
41/41=100%
72/72=100%
CBMJsOrg <43, 106>
41/41=100%
72/72=100%
CBMDoOrg <59, 108>
100%
56.23%
CBMEvOrg <25, 60>
100%
100%
CBMJsOrg <32, 83>
100%
100%
CBMDoOrg <31,76>

SchoolMate

Addressbook

Webchess

FAQForge

JCart

DBLab

Average

100

100

80

80

80
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Web app

0

DC) are applied to estimate the effectiveness of the
CBMs constructed. The results are shown in Table 5. To
reveal the coverage of CBMs more intuitively, we use
histograms, as shown in Fig. 11, to depict the coverage
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EC, JC, and DC of CBM by using different trace sets.
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of CBMs constructed with respect to different trace sets
for six Web applications. As shown in Table 5 and Fig.
11, the EC of the original CBMs built based on the
event-trace-set, i.e., CBMEvOrg model, is 100%; the JC of
the original CBMs associated with the JS-trace-set, i.e.,
CBMJsOrg model, is 100%; and the DC of the original
CBMs related to DOM-trace-set, i.e., CBMDoOrg model,
is 100% for each Web application. These results indicate
that our CBM construction method for Web applications
is effective, and all events, JS branches, and DOMs can
be preserved.
5.3.2

Results for RQ2

To evaluate the effectiveness of the CBM optimization
method (RQ2), we compared the number of states
and transitions of the original CBMs constructed
and optimized CBMs for each Web application. The
results are exhibited in Table 6. Furthermore, the
difference between these two CBM models are analyzed.
According to Situation 1 discussed in Section 4.2, a
user on different Web pages triggers identical events
and reaches the same follow-up pages. Then, the
preceding states and corresponding transitions are
merged into one in the optimized CBM. Similarly,
as described in Situation 2, a user on the same Web
page triggers the same event with different values but
results in different follow-up pages. Then, corresponding
Table 6 Comparison of original and optimized CBMs.
Web app <#s, #t> of CBMsOrg Œ#s, #t of CBMsOpt
CBMEvOrg <65, 161> CBMEvOpt <64, 160>
SchoolMate CBMJsOrg <70, 186> CBMJsOpt <69, 185>
CBMDoOrg <73, 203> CBMDoOpt <72, 202>
CBMEvOrg <34, 76> CBMEvOpt <31, 73>
Addressbook CBMJsOrg <34, 78>
CBMJsOpt <31, 75>
CBMDoOrg <34, 80> CBMDoOpt <31, 77>
CBMEvOrg <9, 28 >
CBMEvOpt <9, 28>
Webchess
CBMJsOrg <10, 32>
CBMJsOpt <10, 32>
CBMDoOrg <10, 31> CBMDoOpt <10, 31>
CBMEvOrg <8, 21>
CBMEvOpt <8, 21>
FAQForge
CBMJsOpt ./
CBMJsOrg ./
CBMDoOpt <9, 23>
CBMDoOrg <9, 23>
CBMEvOrg <4, 10>
CBMEvOpt <4, 10>
JCart
CBMJsOpt <4, 14>
CBMJsOrg <4, 14>
CBMDoOpt <4, 14>
CBMDoOrg <4, 14>
CBMEvOrg <32, 67> CBMEvOpt <30, 66>
DBLab
CBMJsOrg <43, 106> CBMJsOpt <41, 105>
CBMDoOrg <59, 108> CBMDoOpt <57, 107>
CBMEvOrg <25, 60> CBMEvOpt <24, 60>
Average
CBMJsOpt <31, 82>
CBMJsOrg <32, 83>
CBMDoOrg <31, 76> CBMDoOpt <30, 76>
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transitions and follow-up states are combined in the
optimized CBM. Thus, the optimized CBM has fewer
states and transitions than the original CBM.
The coverage metrics are also estimated for the
optimized CBMs. The results are described in Table
7. As Table 7 shows, the EC of the optimized CBMs
built based on event-trace-set of Web applications,
i.e., CBMEvOpt , is 100%. Similarly, CBMJsOpt reaches
100% JC, based on the corresponding JS-trace-set. This
indicates that the optimization does not affect the
coverage of events and JS branches of the CBMs built.
However, the merging of equivalent states results in that
the states on the optimized CBMs cannot match the
DOMs of Web applications one by one. Therefore, DC
is not evaluated for the optimized CBM.
5.3.3

Results for RQ3

We recall that RQ3 is how different trace sets affect
the CBMs and which trace set is the most appropriate
for modeling Web applications. This question can be
answered by analyzing the difference among the CBMs
constructed by these three trace sets, namely, event-traceset, JS-trace-set, and DOM-trace-set. Tables 5 – 7 detail
the differences in the coverage and scales of the CBMs
built. The more traces we use, the larger the scale of the
CBM, and the higher the coverage of the CBM.
Moreover, for a Web application, the CBMs built
based on three different trace sets are analyzed and
Table 7 Evaluation results of optimized CBMs.
Web app <#s, #t> of CBMsOpt
EC
JC
CBMEvOpt <64,160> 159/159=100%114/161=70.81%
SchoolMate CBMJsOpt <69, 185> 159/159=100% 161/161=100%
CBMDoOpt <72, 202> 159/159=100%161/161=100%
CBMEvOpt <31, 73> 50/50=100% 23/27=85.19%
Addressbook CBMJsOpt <31, 75> 50/50=100% 27/27=100%
CBMDoOpt <31, 77> 50/50=100% 27/27=100%
CBMEvOpt <9, 27> 28/28=100% 2/11=18.18%
Webchess CBMJsOpt <10, 32> 28/28=100% 11/11=100%
CBMDoOpt <10, 31> 28/28=100% 11/11=100%
CBMEvOpt <8, 21> 20/20=100%

FAQForge
CBMJsOpt ./

CBMDoOpt <9, 23> 20/20=100%
CBMEvOpt <4, 10> 7/7=100% 7/13=53.85%
JCart
CBMJsOpt <4, 14>
7/7=100%
13/13=100%
13/13=100%
CBMDoOpt <4, 10> 7/7=100%
CBMEvOpt <30, 66> 41/41=100% 35/72=48.61%
DBLab CBMJsOpt <41, 105> 41/41=100% 72/72=100%
CBMDoOpt <57, 167> 41/41=100% 72/72=100%
100%
56.23%
CBMEvOpt <24, 60>
Average
100%
100%
CBMJsOpt <31, 82>
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compared. Tables 5 and 7 show that CBMEv models
constructed by the event-trace-set can cover all the
events but not all the JS branches. CBMJs models
built by the JS-trace-set can cover all the events and
JS branches but not all DOMs. CBMDoOrg models built
by the DOM-trace-set cover all the events, JS branches,
and DOMs. Here, “*” stands for original or optimized.
However, as all DOMs are collected from dynamically
executed traces and the traces from different users are
changeable, total DOMs are undecided, which further
causes uncertainty in the CBMDo built. Furthermore,
the changes of DOMs derive from the execution of clientside or server-side code, and it is difﬁcult to distinguish
where the changes are from. Thus, the DOM-trace-set is
unsuitable for constructing CBMs for Web applications.
In contrast to DOMs, the events and JS branches are
obtained by static analysis from the client-side source
code. They are deterministic and corresponding traces
can indicate the client-side behaviors. Thus, the CBMEv
and CBMJs built can represent the dynamic behavior
of Web applications demonstrably. As shown in Tables
5 and 7, CBMJs built can cover all the events and JS
branches with respect to a Web application. Therefore,
we can infer that the JS-trace-set is the most appropriate
for modeling a modern Web application. For Web
applications without JS branches, the event-trace-set is
suitable for modeling.

Like any empirical study, our evaluation is subject
to threats to validity. The major threat is the
representativeness of the selected subjects which are ﬁve
open-source Web applications from https://sourceforge.
net and a laboratory management system developed
by our group. All these may affect the evaluation
of the proposed approach. However, ﬁve open-source
Web applications are popular and widely used in Web
testing[26, 33, 34] . Therefore, we believe that this threat is
limited.
In addition, CBMs are constructed according to
corresponding user behavior trace sets. Thus, another
threat relates to the integrity of trace sets. In the
experiments, the total events and JS branches with
respect to the Web applications under test are collected
by static analysis. To reduce this threat, the uncovered
events and JS branches are carefully inspected, and
corresponding traces are complemented manually to
cover all events and JS branches. Furthermore, the
automatic generation of reasonable traces is under study.

5.3.4

6

Results for RQ4

The efﬁciency of our CBM modelling method can
be measured by the time cost. As discussed in the
preceding, the JS-trace-set is the most appropriate for
modelling a Web application. Thus, we build the CBMs
according to the JS-trace-set and record the time cost
of building the original CBM and optimizing the CBM
model. For FAQForge, as no JS branches exist, the
event-trace-set is used for modeling. The results are
shown in Table 8. Building CBMs involves the DOM
comparison; thus, much more time is needed than that
Table 8

Time cost of our methods.

<#s, #t>
Web app
of CBMs
SchoolMate <69,185>
Addressbook <31,75>
Webchess
<10, 32>
FAQForge
<8, 21>
JCart
<4,14>
DBLab
<41, 105>
Average

Original
CBM
12.5681
1.1315
1.1865
0.9612
0.5003
2.3442
3.1153

Optimized
CBM
0.2139
0.0949
0.0089
0.0039
0.0015
0.1295
0.0754

(s)
Total
12.7820
1.2268
1.1954
0.9651
0.5018
2.5738
3.2075

of optimizing models, which is only concerned with
the identiﬁcation and merging of equivalent states and
transitions. The maximum time cost is 12.7820 s for the
six Web applications. Thus, we can say that the time cost
is acceptable.
5.4

6.1

Threats to validity

Related Work
Models for Web applications

Web applications are widely used to offer various
services for users[35] . A critical problem is how to
ensure the security and reliability of Web applications[36] .
The graph and model-based testing approach is an
effective way to derive test cases based on the
models constructed[7] . Thus, creating a model for Web
application is essential, and precise models can support
program understanding and testing. At present, many
models are used to characterize the behavior of Web
applications. For example, Ricca and Tonella[22] created
a Finite State Machine (FSM) model in which nodes
represent Web objects (Web pages, forms, frames, and
others) and edges represent relationships and interactions
among the objects (include, submit, split, link, and
others). Andrews et al.[37] proposed the FSM with
constraints for Web applications. Logical Web pages
are represented by nodes in the FSM, and the transitions
among logical Web pages are described by edges.
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These models focus on traditional Web applications
which are based on the synchronous request-response
protocol. However, asynchronous requests appear in
modern Web applications, which make user interfaces
active and responsive due to the use of JS and DOM.
For modern Web applications, Marchetto and
Tonella[9] proposed an FSM to model the behaviors of
Web applications. The DOM of Web pages manipulated
by the JS code is abstracted into a state of an FSM model,
and the callback executions triggered by asynchronous
messages from the Web server are associated with state
transitions. The authors in Refs. [20, 38] described a
technique for crawling Ajax-based applications through
automatic dynamic analysis of user interface state
changes in Web browsers. Mirshokraie et al.[39] used
a state-ﬂow graph that captured the explored dynamic
DOM states and event-based transitions between them.
Qi et al.[11] also constructed a state ﬂow graph for Web
applications in which a state referred to a user interface
state and an edge between states was labeled with the
type of an event. The authors in Ref. [2] introduced an
event-ﬂow graph for Web applications in which a node
represents the Web page object and an edge represents
the event that causes certain parts of the page to change.
Schur et al.[15] presented an FSA in which the nodes
denoted abstract individual states of the Web application
and were numbered in the order that they were detected
by ProCrawl, whereas the transitions denoted actions
that changed the state and were performed by users
acting in different roles.
In addition to the FSMs for modeling Web
applications, a few approaches mined extended FSMs
by combining the FSMs with data rule inference or data
rule computed based on the input data. For example, the
authors in Refs. [5, 6, 10, 23] proposed a graph-based
behavioral model, in which a node is an information
set that includes the triggered event, related eventhandler function, and impact on the dynamic DOM
state, whereas an edge signiﬁes a progression of time
connecting nodes. However, because a node integrates
a large volume of information, it is difﬁcult to use in
generating test cases from this model. Schur et al.[16]
mined explicit behavior models of Web applications as
an EFSM, and a tool named PROCRAWL was given
to create the model. The nodes in this method denoted
abstract individual states of the Web application, whereas
the transitions denoted actions that changed the states
and the conditions of the transitions were computed
based on the input data.
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Although these models consider the new features (i.e.,
dynamic, event-driven, and asynchronous nature), they
neither represent the parameter(s) or DOM element
changes nor the relation between Web pages and
execution conditions of event handlers. Furthermore,
our CBM construction is based on user behavior traces
while other modeling techniques, such as PROCRAWL,
are based on crawlers. Thus, the coverage of the models
built is related to the user behavior traces and crawlers
used.
Besides the explicit behavior models for Web
applications, a large number of studies focus on the
event dependency analysis over program variables and
event-handler functions of the various DOM elements,
which can be treated as implicit models for Web
applications. For example, Sung et al.[40] proposed
the ﬁrst constraint-based static analysis method for
computing dependencies across event-handlers and
between HTML DOM elements. Nguyen et al.[41]
provided a call graph for client-side code while it was
still embedded in server-side code. The nodes in the
call graph referred to code elements with corresponding
origin locations in string literals of the server-side code.
The edges represented possible jumps between the nodes
and may have conditions. Wang et al.[42] proposed an
Event Handler Tree (EHT) model to assist the test case
generation process, in which the node of EHT is the
event handler and the relationship between two event
handlers is the dependency.
6.2

Trace-based model inference techniques

To model Web applications, dynamic analysis techniques
are extensively applied in model establishing, which
take a set of traces as input and infer a model based
on these traces[14, 43] . For example, Marchetto and
Tonella[9] created an FSM model by traces, aiming at
detecting Ajax faults caused by the execution order of
semantically interacting events. Thus, the trace only
contained information about the DOM states and event
sequences causing transitions from state to state. This
approach considers neither the parameters or DOM
element changes nor the relation between the conditions
of event-handler functions and Web pages.
The authors in Refs. [5,10,23] proposed a graph-based
behavior model created by traces. The objective was to
facilitate developers’ understanding of the client-side
behavior of the Web application. A detailed trace of a
Web application’s behavior was captured, including all
the event-handler functions that were executed either
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directly or indirectly after an event occurred. Although
the researchers considered the event-handler functions,
the trace did not analyze the internal structure of these
functions and the relation between the conditions of the
event-handler functions and Web pages.
Schur et al.[16] applied the event sequences as the
observed application executions traces to mine an
explicit FSA model of enterprise Web applications.
They incrementally learned a model by generating
program runs(traces) and observing the application
behavior through the user interface. The relation between
conditions and Web pages was computed based on the
input data of traces. However, if the Web pages depend
on speciﬁc features of the supplied data, which can
trigger the corresponding conditions, PROCRAWL is
unlikely to explore this relation through guessing.

7

Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel CBM to represent dynamic
behaviors for modern Web applications, which can
depict not only the Web pages and trigger events but
also the trigger conditions and follow-up operations. To
generalize CBMs automatically for Web application, we
captured the user behavior traces and recorded them in
advance. Then, based on the traces, the original CBMs
were constructed and further optimized by identifying
and merging equivalent states and transitions. Moreover,
we prove that there exists a homomorphism relation
between the original and optimized CBMs, that is, they
exhibit the same behavior. The experiments show that
our CBM construction method is effective and the JStrace-set is most appropriate to guide the generation of
CBMs for Web applications.
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